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What connects people?
Is it family roots, common values and
traditions? Is it the differences that draw
us together and stimulate us?
Is it common tasks and goals? The different
qualities and skills needed to achieve them?
Is it a big vision that brings us all together?
Or is it actually the thousands of small
everyday challenges?
For more than 50 years, at EWM we have
always been convinced: “Yes, all this and a
whole lot more!”
Your EWM family

PROGRESS BASED ON RESPONSIBILITY.
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For us, there are many sides to responsibility. This is why
the EWM Group, as a family-run, medium-sized company,
has, since its formation in 1957 always continued to
follow the goal of offering our customers around the
world high-tech equipment, complete systems and
individual solutions for arc welding.
Our aim is to do simply more every day to meet our
customers’ specific welding requirements in the optimum
way with innovative services. We refer to the people
who contribute considerable energy, inspiration and
motivation to the many different sectors and at many
different sites as part of the “EWM family”. Real
responsibility creates trust; something we see evidence
of day in, day out.
EWM also means “simply more quality”. The responsibility for this cannot be delegated. This is why our products
are produced entirely in-house; from planning and design,
production of the individual components through to
calibration and final functional test before shipment.
We invest on a continual basis in in-house research and
development, in the latest technical innovations and the
most up-to-date quality management systems.

The global economy is changing continuously. Markets evolve,
requirements change and opportunities arise and fade away.
Companies really wanting to support their customers in this
kind of environment must be one thing above all: flexible.
For this reason, the EWM Group is continually expanding
its worldwide presence. Our highly modern manufacturing,
service and training sites in key industrial and growth regions
reflect our claim to be there wherever our customers need us.
Worldwide availability and optimum customer service
support for EWM products are assured thanks to the
continuous expansion of our network with in-house sales
offices and committed sales and service partners.

WE LIVE AND BREATHE CLOSE CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS.
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Being close to our customers also means understanding
their challenges as if they were our own, so we are
continually optimising our range of products and
services. Innovative power electronics, the latest
information technology and comprehensive expertise
in application issues are fed into our four service areas
and combined to create total solutions for arc welding
that offer real added value.

They say that people rise to meet a challenge. This

Our products impress thanks to optimum user-friendliness

certainly applies to the performance of our welding

and their well-conceived design right down to the smallest

machines. Whether used in tough construction site and

detail. The intelligent, modular design makes them especially

assembly applications, or as precision tools in high-tech,

low-maintenance and easy to service. The latest inverter

automated production systems; innovative technology

and control technology ensures simple, efficient and cost-

and excellent quality guarantee maximum efficiency

effective welding.

for the entire machine service life.

TIG
MMA

PERFECT
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Pl a sm a
MIG/MAG

CONNECTIONS.

MORE THAN SIMPLY A PART OF THE WHOLE.

Welding is a complex process, especially when it comes
to automated manufacturing. To achieve the best possible
results, many different types of components and parameters
need to be harmonised perfectly. Powerful hardware and
intelligent software must be perfectly combined with wideranging knowledge of processes and applications. For this
reason, customers worldwide in many different sectors put
their trust in one partner: EWM.
As a system provider in process automation and optimisation,
we utilise all our expertise as a leading manufacturer of
innovative welding technology. Energy-efficient inverter
technology, the compact modular design and the consistent
use of open standard interfaces ensure absolute compatibility
of our machines with virtually all robots and other automation
systems. Simplest possible connection, easiest possible
operation and optimum ease-of-maintenance are guaranteed.
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References for automation:
VOLKSWAGEN, Bmw, Crh, John Deere, schoeller, Vetschauer Industrieservice gmbH and many more.

KNOWLEDGE THAT MAKES PROGRESS.
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The most powerful tool is knowledge. This is why we apply all

parameters and developing special application solutions

our efforts into acting as an arc welding knowledge centre for

and ends with planning and optimising complex welding

our customers as well as a technology centre. Our comprehen-

manufacturing processes and systems.

sive consulting and service offerings are also provided across
the entire range of EWM expertise in electronics technology,

Thanks to the EWM Academy and the latest training

metallurgy and application technology. This begins with advice

facilities, we ensure that our particular expertise in

on individual products and training courses, our expert techni-

various fields is passed on to our customers, employees

cal & after-sales service extends to defining customised welding

and partners in the most effective way.

Procurement processes can be highly complex; or, with
EWM, very simple. Our branches and online shop offer
a complete range of products covering all areas of
professional welding work. Alongside the entire range of
EWM welding machines and automation components,
our customers can also find a comprehensive range of
accessories.
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one-stop-shopping by EWM .

This means that our customers profit from expert technical
advice and a comprehensive range of services, including both
a highly efficient repair and maintenance service as well as
the option to rent or lease equipment. Excellent supply capabilities and a flawless delivery service are guaranteed thanks
to the use of the latest warehousing and logistics systems.

CREATING THE ADVANTAGE.
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Increased efficiency and
high quality with MIG/MAG
welding

■

High arc pressure, exceptional
fusion penetration characteristics

Reduced-energy short
circuit arc

■

■
■

■

Process-modified, reduced
seam volume, thus reducing
the consumption of material
and gas

■

Excellent seam quality and
minimal distortion
■

■

Much shorter production times
for the entire joining process

Heat-reduced joining of extremely
thin metal sheets from 0.3 mm
Welding of root layers of low and
high alloy steels with excellent
fissure building
Heat-reduced soldering with low
melting point additives based on
zinc (400 °C)
Ideal for mixed joints (zinc-plated
St-Al, zinc-plated St-Mg)

When expertise meets passion, the opportunities
produced are immense. In a unique way, EWM combines
electrical engineering expertise with a passion for
technical welding operations. This combination has
made our company a technology leader in many fields

Simpler and more
efficient TIG welding

■

■

of arc welding across the decades.
■

Our customers profit directly from this progress. Our
innovative welding processes facilitate entirely new
process solutions and applications; your production tasks
are carried out even more quickly, more precisely and
more efficiently.

Safe welding with virtually
constant arc performance
Minimisation of tungsten
inclusions with tack welding
and welding work

Perfect joining of metal
sheets

■

■

Excellent weld seam
properties in combination
with kHz pulses
■

Ideal for tack welding work
pieces with different joint
shapes
Universal applications thanks
to the option of joining two
metal sheets both of the same
and of different material
thicknesses
Clean seam finish thanks to
optimum shielding of the spot
in the visible area

As flexible as we are in meeting our customers’ requirements,
we have always held true to one guiding principle in our
progress from a manufacturer of key components in power
electronics to a systems and total service provider in arc
welding: EWM stands for quality that inspires the world.
As high quality products are primarily the result of high
quality processes, we pay special attention to ensuring that
all critical stages at EWM are carried out “in-house”; from
research and development in welding labs with the highest
levels of equipment, to the design and construction of our
equipment using state of the art CAD and 3D applications,
through to manufacturing on the latest production systems
using KANBAN and advanced testing technology.
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STRIVING FOR PERFECTION.

The highly trained EWM quality management team
ensures that all the standards defined by our design
and technology centre headquartered in Mündersbach,
Germany, are maintained in all our production sites.
This is how we guarantee “Quality made in Germany”
worldwide and a 3 year warranty.

ECONOMICAL
EWM focuses on healthy growth from its own
resources. Here we rely on our highly qualified and
committed staff members and strive to establish
long-term partnerships with customers and suppliers. Based on solid capital investment, we generate
a high degree of innovation and invest continually in
the latest R&D and manufacturing equipment. Our
company has grown by expanding into new markets
and consistently creating new areas of business.
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ECOLOGICAL
Thanks to intelligent inverter and control technology, EWM welding systems are especially
energy-efficient. At the same time, our innovative welding processes permit faster welding
with better results. Considerably fewer emissions and a significant reduction in the quantity of materials used are the result. This means that we make an important contribution in
improving the environmentally-friendly balance of production processes, therefore actively
contributing to maintaining a thriving environment and preserving natural resources.

SHAPING THE FUTURE TOGETHER .

SOCIAL
Our company is shaped by a very special sense of responsibility for our staff members. We encourage training
for further qualifications and offer career opportunities
wherever we can. We offer young people a successful start in their future career thanks to wide-ranging
training options and by offering grants as part of the
EWM Hightec Welding trainee development award.

IMPLEMENTING INSPIRATION.
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Revolutionary processes, auto-adaptive welding systems, new
material joints... what does the future hold? Most certainly
innovations from EWM. We have been focussing our efforts
towards this goal using the latest processes such as analysing
and optimising the arc using high-speed images, advanced
information and computer technology as well as metallurgic
tests down to microscopic/nano levels.
Networking our research and development activities as part
of intensive collaboration with leading universities, colleges
and technical welding training and testing organisations
under the auspices of the German Association for Welding
and Applied Processes (Deutscher Verband für Schweißen
und verwandte Verfahren; DSV) secures our company access
to the latest developments and future trends across many
different sectors.

Bauch & Müller Werbeagentur GmbH
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